9A

Vocabulary
Health

STUDENT A
1 to cure someone: to
make someone who
has had a disease feel
again.

2 to faint: to suddenly
for
lose
a short time, usually
.
falling

6 to shiver: to
slightly because
you are frightened
or
or
.

7 to ache: to feel a
continuous
which is unpleasant but
.
not very

3 to cough: to push
air through your
with a loud
noise, often when you
.
have a

5 to develop something: to
begin to have something
such as a problem or an
.

8 a bruise: a
mark that you get on
when
your
you have fallen or have
.
been

4 to get over something:
to feel
after an illness.

9 to come down with
something: to get an
which is
not very serious.

10 dizzy: feeling as if
everything is
round and that you might

✂
STUDENT B
1 a scar: a permanent
mark on your
from a
or another
injury.

2 to bump something:
to hurt a part of your
body by accidentally
it against
something hard.

6 to sneeze: to have air
coming out through
in
your
a way that you can’t
.

5 to strain something:
to injure a part of
by
your
it too much.

7 to pass out: to
suddenly
consciousness, for
example because you are
.
too

8 to treat someone:
to give someone
medical
for an injury or an
.

.

3 to heal: to make a
part of your body
healthy again after
.
an

4 to care for someone: to look
someone who
, very old,
is
very young, etc.

9 pale: having skin that
than
is
usual because you are
not feeling well.

10 infection: a disease in a
part of your body that is
caused by a
or bacteria.
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